BEST EXHIBIT IN SHOW
Sup Ch Peperone New Sensation (Elmaro Knls)

RUNNER UP & OPP IN SHOW		
Ch/NZ Gr Ch Beesholme Tyger Tyger (imp NZ)
(Rule Steele/Henderson)
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bathed the scene in moonlight as the last people left
the grounds on Sunday night. Our grateful thanks go
to club members Yvonne Wilson and Helen Jones for
the lovely plants which were used to decorate our ring,
comprising an array of ferns and other greenery with a
little splash of colour emerging through the greenery.

With a record entry of 320 exhibits representing every
Australian State and Territory and visitors from across
the country and abroad and over 2 years in the planning,
this National exceeded all our hopes and expectations.
Deemed by many to be the best National held so far, we
are indeed humbled by the many accolades received
both from within and outside of the Whippet fancy.

Our lady judges were professional and engaging. The
amazing entry of 320 Whippet dogs and bitches came
from far and wide to compete in the conformation
classes judged by one of the world renowned
Sighthound specialist Bitte Ahrens-Primavera of the
famous Sobers Kennel (Italy). Bitte chose for her Best
Exhibit In Show the very popular SupremeCh Peperone
New Sensation, owned by Elmaro Kennels and fondly
known in the Whippet fraternity as “Cooper”. For
her Opposite Sex and Runner Up to Best Exhibit In
Show, Bitte chose N Rule-Steele/C Henderson’s Ch
NZ Ch BeesholmeTygerTyger (Imp NZ), known to us
all as “Marina”. Our hearty congratulations go to the
breeders, owners and handlers of these two lovely
Whippets. Hailing from our neighbouring country,
New Zealand, was the well known Nicole Harrison of
Devine Kennels.

The trophy table of prints, bronzes and so many
sponsored donations was superb. The atmosphere
was friendly, social and very happy. The grounds
were in super condition and the weather was in every
way perfect, from the lack of wind which caused our
international flags to hang limply on the flagpole, to
the eerie but magical mist that enshrouded the grounds
on Sunday morning to the perfect full moon which
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